Eco Works® T-shirt bags

The EcoCortec team is proud to announce that new Eco Works® T-shirt bags are now available for distribution throughout the world at highly competitive pricing, making EcoCortec Croatia the global supplier of this new product.

Eco Works® Biodegradable & Compostable Films and Bags are specifically designed to replace LDPE, LLDPE and HDPE films used in a wide variety of applications ranging from protective industrial films, retail packaging and agricultural films to high performance organic collection bags with drawstring closures. Eco Works® T-shirt bags have properties superior to traditional non-biodegradable bags without sacrificing biodegradability or compostability. Eco Works® is internationally certified product with certification logos by ASTM and DIN CERTCO.

As compostability and an environmental image become more and more important, Eco Works® offers a very marketable and responsible alternative to most films used in retail storage, shipping, display and packaging.

FEATURES
• 100% Biodegradable & Compostable
• Contains NO POLYETHYLENE
• Leaves no residue in finished compost
• Superior strength, shelf-life and curb-life
• Appearance comparable to HDPE
• Contains annually-renewable, biobased resin blend
• Biodegrades at the same rate as common
organic material
• Conversion to CO2 and H2O in weeks under commercial composting
• Ideal for restaurants, schools, curb-side programs and agricultural uses

• Certified under ASTM D 6400-99, DIN CERTCO, DIN V 54 900 and others
• Patented in US and Europe